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On December 18 and 19 of 1997, a small conference on the ``Statistical
Analysis of Large Data Sets in Business Economics'' was organized by
the Rotterdam Institute for Business Economic Studies. Eleven pre-
sentations were delivered in plenary sessions, which were attended by
about 90 participants. The current issue of Statistica Neerlandica
contains ®ve papers originating from several of these presentations.
All papers have been refereed, and revised according to the suggestions
made by the reviewers. It is a great pleasure for me to introduce this
issue with remarks on the speci®c ®eld of interest, a brief discussion of
the contents of this issue and acknowledgements. I hope the reader
®nds the issue useful and stimulating for further research.

1 Some introductory remarks

With the advent of improved data collection and storage techniques, one can

nowadays get access to data at the transaction level in marketing and ®nance. In

marketing, scanner methods in supermarkets and customer loyalty cards at the

household level, for example, can reveal information on any transaction: time,

location of the store, and price of the product; but also, age, income and past behavior

of the customer. In ®nance, tick-by-tick trade data have become available for many

important stocks, exchange rates and interest rates. Together, this results in the

availability of large amounts of data points. Often, statisticians or econometricians

are asked to somehow summarize these data, with the intention of deriving forecasts

or policy measures.

A ®rst thought is that statisticians should of course be happy with such large data

sets. In fact, the number of observations approaches in®nity, and hence rather precise

statements on the data can be made. However, with this increase of data points, there

are also many more statements to be made than one is used to making. Also, it is

unlikely that simple linear models with only a few parameters can adequately describe

the data. Hence, many observations allow for more detailed analysis using more

complicated and advanced models. Some of these models already exist, others need to

be developed.
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The natural question is whether we really need all these data. Perhaps scanner

information at the store level (aggregating over customers) is already su�cient for

many questions. And, to trace common patterns across ®nancial markets, one may

need weekly returns only. For other questions less aggregated observations are needed.

For example, to study the impact of news ¯ashes on stock market volatility, returns

measured per second are required. In summary when data are plenty, aggregation and

sampling issues become relevant.

2 Contents of this issue

This special issue of Statistica Neerlandica brings together ®ve papers, all of which

address topics in the statistical or econometric analysis of large data sets in either

®nance or marketing. The ®rst paper by Clive Granger provides a general view on the

issue of extracting information from what he calls mega-panels (in marketing) and the

high-frequency data (in ®nance). Granger discusses which current statistical tech-

niques may become less relevant for such analysis, and he states that new techniques

have to be developed. For example, for time series data it may become possible to

estimate the conditional distribution (given past observations) instead of the usual

conditional mean or variance.

The second paper by Torben Andersen and Tim Bollerslev reviews recent develop-

ments in empirical ®nance concerning the analysis of high-frequency data, and their

usefulness for understanding the properties of data collected at lower frequencies.

They address modeling intraday returns and volatility, long memory properties, and

forecasting volatility (all for univariate time series). It is argued that high-frequency

intradaily returns are very useful for many purposes.

The third paper by Sridhar Balasubramanian, Sunil Gupta, Wagner Kamakura,

and Michel Wedel is also a survey paper, though now concerning developments in

empirical marketing research. These authors review the statistical models used in that

area, and how these result in an increased understanding of customer behavior. Also,

the models can yield pro®t functions at the customer level, which can be very useful

for the everyday practice of direct marketing.

The last two papers of this issue contain more detailed analyses of some speci®c

issues in empirical ®nance. The papers have in common the fact that many data are

required to perform the statistical analysis. Silvia Caserta, Jon Danielsson, and

Casper de Vries argue that large high-frequency data sets are useful to examine

extreme events that imply extreme risk. These authors show how such an investigation

can be used to evaluate the returns on exotic options. Finally, Christian Hafner and

Helmut Herwartz address how multivariate models for sets of excess returns can be

interpreted in terms of the e�ects of positive or negative news.

The general conclusion from all papers in this issue is that large data sets in ®nance

and marketing provide an opportunity to do superior analysis (to quote Clive

Granger). Assuming knowledge of how to do this analysis, large data sets can be

informative for economic behavior (since transaction level data are available) and for
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ready-to-use guidelines on practical problems. It is expected, however, that much

further theoretical and empirical research is needed to obtain substantial knowledge

of the most appropriate statistical tools for approaching these large data sets.
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